Glossary of CMOS Logic IC Terms

Outline
This document describes the terms used in data sheets of CMOS Logic ICs.
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1. Absolute Maximum Ratings
Parameter

Symbol

Definition

Supply voltage

VCC
VEE

The rated voltage of the power supply terminal at which an IC will
not suffer breakdown, deterioration of characteristics, or reduced
reliability.

Supply voltage

VCC - VEE

The rated voltage across the VCC and VEE terminals at which an IC will
not suffer breakdown, deterioration of characteristics, or reduced
reliability.

VIN

The rated voltage of the input terminal at which an IC will not suffer
breakdown, deterioration of characteristics, or reduced reliability.

Input voltage

Output voltage

VOUT

The rated voltage of the output terminal at which an IC will not
suffer breakdown, deterioration of characteristics, or reduced
reliability.

Switch I/O voltage

VI/O

The rated voltage across the input and output terminals at which an
IC will not suffer breakdown, deterioration of characteristics, or
reduced reliability.

Input diode current

IIK

The rated current of the input terminal at which an IC will not suffer
breakdown due to latch-up.

Output diode current

IOK

The rated current of the output terminal at which an IC will not suffer
breakdown due to latch-up.

Output current

IOUT

The rated current that can flow through one output terminal.

Switch through current

IT

The rated current between the input and output terminals of a
switch at which an IC will not suffer breakdown, deterioration of
characteristics, or reduced reliability.

VCC/ground current

ICC

The rated current between the power supply and ground terminals
at which an IC will not suffer breakdown, deterioration of
characteristics, or reduced reliability. As VCC/ ground current
includes output current, substantial VCC/ ground current can flow in
an IC having multiple output terminals.

ICC / GND

Power dissipation

Storage temperature

PD

Tstg

Power consumption that does not cause IC breakdown over the
entire operating temperature range.

The ambient temperature range over which no deterioration of
characteristics or reliability occurs when an IC is stored for a long
period of time or is transported with no supply voltage present.
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2. Operating Ranges
Parameter
Supply voltage

Input voltage

Symbol

Definition

VCC
VEE
VCC - VEE

The supply voltage range over which the normal operation of an IC is
guaranteed.

VIN

The input voltage range over which the normal operation and
electrical characteristics of an IC are guaranteed.

Output voltage

VOUT

The output voltage range over which the normal operation and
electrical characteristics of an IC are guaranteed.

Switch I/O voltage

VS
VI/O

The switch I/O voltage range over which the normal operation and
electrical characteristics of an IC are guaranteed.

Output current

Input rise and fall times

IOUT
IOH , IOL
IOL
tr,tf
dt/dv

The maximum output current at which the normal operation and
electrical characteristics of an IC are guaranteed.

The ranges of rise and fall times of an input signal that will not cause
malfunction due to oscillation of the output.

External capacitor

CX

The external capacitance range over which the normal operation and
electrical characteristics of a multivibrator IC are guaranteed.

External resistor

RX

The external resistance range over which the normal operation and
electrical characteristics of a multivibrator IC are guaranteed.

Topr

The operating temperature range over which the normal operation
and electrical characteristics of an IC are guaranteed.

Operating temperature
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3. Electrical Characteristics
Parameter

Symbol

Definition

High-level input voltage

VIH

The input voltage at which input of an IC is driven to the High level.

Low-level input voltage

VIL

The input voltage at which the input of an IC is driven to the Low
level.

Positive threshold voltage

VP

The input threshold voltage at which a Schmitt-trigger input is
driven to the High level.

Negative threshold voltage

VN

The input threshold voltage at which a Schmitt-trigger input is
driven to the Low level.

Hysteresis voltage

VH

The difference between the positive and negative threshold voltages
of a Schmitt trigger input.

High-level output voltage

VOH

The voltage that appears at the output when either VIH or VIL is
applied to each input terminal such that the output is set to the High
level.

Low-level output voltage

VOL

The voltage that appears at the output when either VIH or VIL is
applied to each input terminal such that the output is set to the Low
level.

Power-off leakage current

IOFF

The leakage current that flows into an IC via input and output
terminals when the power supply is off.

Input leakage current

IIN

The leakage current that flows through the input terminal when a
voltage is present at the input terminal of an IC.

Output off-state leakage
current

IOZ

The leakage current of an IC with an open-drain output that flows
through the output terminal when it is in the high-impedance state.

Output leakage current
(Power-off)

IOPD

The leakage current that flows into an IC via the output terminals
when VCC is the off state (VCC=0 V)

3-state output off-state
leakage current

IOZ

The leakage current of an IC with an open-drain or three-state
output that flows through the output terminal when it is in the
high-impedance state.
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Parameter

Symbol

Definition

Input/output leakage current
(Switch off)

IOFF

The leakage current that flows through an IC from the input
terminals to the output terminal when the power supply is off.

Input/output leakage current
(Switch on)

II/O

The leakage current that flows from the input terminal to the output
terminal in the switch-on and open-output states.

Control input leakage current

IIN

The leakage current that flows through the control input terminal of
IC when a voltage is applied to the terminal.

RX/CX terminal off-state
current

IIN

The current that flows through the RX/CX terminal of a multivibrator
IC when a voltage is applied to the terminal.

T2 terminal input leakage
current

IIN

The current that flows through the T2 terminal of a multivibrator IC
when a voltage is applied to the terminal.

Quiescent supply current

ICC

The current that flows into an IC via the VCC terminal when the VCC or
ground level is held constant without changing the input voltage.

Active-state supply current
(per circuit)

On-resistance

Difference of on-resistance
between switches

ΔICC

The current that flows into an IC via the VCC terminal when VCC
- 0.6 V is applied to one input terminal.

ICCT

The current that flows into an IC with TTL-level input via the VCC
terminal when a TTL-level voltage is applied to one input terminal.

ICC(opr)

The average current that flows in the no-load condition between the
power supply and ground terminals due to an internal circuit
operation.

RON

ΔRON

The resistance between the input and the output of an analog
switch, multiplexer or demultiplexer IC in the switch-on state.

The difference in on-resistance between different input-output pairs
of an analog switch, multiplexer or demultiplexer IC.
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Parameter
Minimum pulse width

Symbol

Definition

tw(H)

The minimum pulse width that is accepted at a clock input, etc. as a
normal pulse.

tw(L)
Minimum setup time

tS

The time interval during which data must be stable before the
associated input (e.g., clock) changes. For example, when data is
latched on the rising edge of a clock pulse, it is necessary to apply
data at least tS before the rising edge of the clock.

Minimum hold time

th

The time interval during which data must be stable after the active
transition of the associated input (e.g., clock).

Minimum removal time

trem

The minimum time between the release of an asynchronous input
(e.g., Clear, Preset) and the application of the next input (e.g.,
clock).

Minimum retrigger time

trr

The minimum time necessary for a multivibrator IC to accept the
next trigger signal after having received one.

Output transition time

tTLH
tTHL

The rise and fall times of the output voltage. tTLH is the time from
10% to 90% when the output transitions from Low to High, and tTHL
is the time from 90% to 10% when the output transitions from High
to Low.

90%
Output
voltage

10%
tTHL
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Parameter
Propagation delay time

Symbol

Definition

tPLH
tPHL

The delay time between the application of an input signal and an
output response. tPLH is defined as the time required for an output to
transition from Low to High, and tPHL is defined as the time required
for an output to transition from High to Low.
HC / VHC series

Input
voltage

50%

Output
voltage

50%

tPLH

50%

50%

tPHL

HCT series
Input
voltage

Output
voltage

1.3 V

1.3 V

1.3 V

1.3 V
tPLH

tPHL

Input
voltage

1.5 V

1.5 V

Output
voltage

1.5 V

VHCT series

tPLH
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Parameter
Output enable time
Output disable time

Symbol

Definition

tPLZ
tPHZ
tPZL
tPZH

The output enable time is defined as the delay time required for a
three-state terminal to be driven High or Low after the output
control terminal is set to an inactive level. The output disable time is
defined as the delay time required for an output terminal to assume
the high-impedance state after the output control signal is set to an
active level.
HC / VHC series
VCC
50%

Input
voltage

50%

VOH
50%

10%
tPHZ

Output
voltage

VOL

tPZH

VOH

90%

Output enable

GND

tPZL

tPLZ

50%
VOL
Output enable

Output disable

HCT series
Input
voltage

3V
1.3V

1.3V
tPLZ

10%

Output
voltage

GND

tPZL

tPZH

tPHZ

VOH
1.3 V
VOL
VOH

90%
1.3 V
Output enable

Output disable

Output enable

VHCT series
Input
voltage

3V
1.5 V

1.5 V

tPLZ

Output
voltage

GND

tPZL

10%
tPHZ

tPZH

VOH
1.5 V
VOL
VOH

90%
1.5 V
Output enable
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Parameter

Symbol

Definition

ΔtPD

For counters ICs, the delay time defined for an IC from when the Qn
output is inverted to when the next output (Qn+1) is inverted.

twOUT

For multivibrator ICs, the width of the output pulse generated when
a prescribed external component is connected and a prescribed
voltage is applied.

Output pulse width error
between circuits
(in same package)

ΔtwOUT

For multivibrator ICs, a difference in output pulse width between two
circuits in the same package.

Output skew

tosLH

Differences in propagation delay time among output terminals when
some outputs in the same package change from the Low level to the
High level, from the High level to the Low level, or from the
high-impedance state to the Low level.

Propagation delay time

Output pulse width

tosHL
tosZL

Phase difference between
input and output

Clock frequency
Maximum clock frequency
Maximum frequency response
Phase difference between
input and output

ϕI/O

f
fMAX
fMAX(I/O)
fMAX

For analog switch, multiplexer and demultiplexer ICs, the delay time
from the input to the output when a signal is applied to the input in
the switch-on state.
The clock frequency at which an IC operates.
The maximum clock frequency at which the IC operates normally.
For analog switch, multiplexer and demultiplexer ICs, the maximum
input frequency that the signal can transmit to the output in the
switch-on state.

Input capacitance

CIN

The capacitance between the input and ground terminals.

Control input capacitance

CIN

For analog switch, multiplexer and demultiplexer ICs, the
capacitance between the control input and ground terminals.

Common terminal capacitance

CIS

For analog switch, multiplexer and demultiplexer ICs, the
capacitance between the common and ground terminals in the off
state.

Switch terminal capacitance

COS

For analog switch, multiplexer and demultiplexer ICs, the
capacitance between the switch and ground terminals in the off
state.
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Parameter

Symbol

Definition

Feedthrough capacitance

CIOS

For analog switch, multiplexer and demultiplexer ICs, the
capacitance between the switch and common terminals in off state.

Bus I/O capacitance

CI/O

The capacitance between the bus and ground terminals.

Power dissipation capacitance

CPD

The equivalent internal capacitance of a device calculated by
measuring the operating current in the no-load condition.

Output capacitance

COUT

The capacitance between the output and ground terminals for a
three-state or open-drain output in the high-impedance state.

Sine Wave Distortion

THD

For analog switch, multiplexer and demultiplexer ICs, the distortion
rate of the sine wave that is output when a sine wave is input in the
on state.

Feed-through attenuation
(switch off)

FTH

For analog switch, multiplexer and demultiplexer ICs, the ratio of the
leakage voltage that appears at the output to the input voltage
applied in the off state

Crosstalk
(control input to signal output)

Xtalk

For analog switch, multiplexer and demultiplexer ICs, the leakage
voltage of a signal to the input and output that occurs when the
control input changes.

Crosstalk
(between any switches)

Xtalk

For analog switch, multiplexer and demultiplexer ICs, the ratio of the
voltage applied to a switch (port) in the on state to the voltage that
appears at a switch (port) in the off state

Quiet output maximum
dynamic VOL

VOLP

The maximum peak voltage induced into an output that is fixed at
the Low level when the other outputs are switching simultaneously.

Quiet output minimum
dynamic VOL

VOLV

The minimum peak voltage induced into an output that is fixed at the
Low level when the other outputs are switching simultaneously.

|VOLV|

Quiet output minimum
dynamic VOH

VOHV

The minimum peak voltage induced into an output that is fixed at the
High level when the other outputs are switching simultaneously.

Minimum high-level dynamic
input voltage

VIHD

High-level dynamic threshold voltage when all inputs are switching
simultaneously

Maximum low-level dynamic
input voltage

VILD

Low-level dynamic threshold voltage when all inputs are switching
simultaneously.
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4. Built-in Functions
Parameter

Definition

Input tolerant function

A function designed to prevent a current from flowing from an input to the power
supply when the input voltage is higher than the power supply voltage or when
VCC = 0 V.

Output tolerant function

A function designed to prevent a current from flowing from an output to the
power supply when the output is in the high-impedance state or when VCC= 0 V.

Power-down protection

A function designed to prevent a current from flowing to the power supply
terminal even if a voltage is applied to the input and output terminals when VCC=
0 V.

Bus hold function

A function designed to hold the input logic level using a latch circuit even when
the input terminal becomes open.
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RESTRICTIONS ON PRODUCT USE
Toshiba Corporation and its subsidiaries and affiliates are collectively referred to as “TOSHIBA”.
Hardware, software and systems described in this document are collectively referred to as “Product”.
 TOSHIBA reserves the right to make changes to the information in this document and related Product without notice.
 This document and any information herein may not be reproduced without prior written permission from TOSHIBA. Even with
TOSHIBA's written permission, reproduction is permissible only if reproduction is without alteration/omission.
 Though TOSHIBA works continually to improve Product's quality and reliability, Product can malfunction or fail. Customers are
responsible for complying with safety standards and for providing adequate designs and safeguards for their hardware, software
and systems which minimize risk and avoid situations in which a malfunction or failure of Product could cause loss of human life,
bodily injury or damage to property, including data loss or corruption. Before customers use the Product, create designs including
the Product, or incorporate the Product into their own applications, customers must also refer to and comply with (a) the latest
versions of all relevant TOSHIBA information, including without limitation, this document, the specifications, the data sheets and
application notes for Product and the precautions and conditions set forth in the "TOSHIBA Semiconductor Reliability Handbook"
and (b) the instructions for the application with which the Product will be used with or for. Customers are solely responsible for all
aspects of their own product design or applications, including but not limited to (a) determining the appropriateness of the use of
this Product in such design or applications; (b) evaluating and determining the applicability of any information contained in this
document, or in charts, diagrams, programs, algorithms, sample application circuits, or any other referenced documents; and (c)
validating all operating parameters for such designs and applications. TOSHIBA ASSUMES NO LIABILITY FOR CUSTOMERS'
PRODUCT DESIGN OR APPLICATIONS.
 PRODUCT IS NEITHER INTENDED NOR WARRANTED FOR USE IN EQUIPMENTS OR SYSTEMS THAT REQUIRE
EXTRAORDINARILY HIGH LEVELS OF QUALITY AND/OR RELIABILITY, AND/OR A MALFUNCTION OR FAILURE OF
WHICH MAY CAUSE LOSS OF HUMAN LIFE, BODILY INJURY, SERIOUS PROPERTY DAMAGE AND/OR SERIOUS PUBLIC
IMPACT ("UNINTENDED USE"). Except for specific applications as expressly stated in this document, Unintended Use includes,
without limitation, equipment used in nuclear facilities, equipment used in the aerospace industry, medical equipment, equipment
used for automobiles, trains, ships and other transportation, traffic signaling equipment, equipment used to control combustions
or explosions, safety devices, elevators and escalators, devices related to electric power, and equipment used in finance-related
fields. IF YOU USE PRODUCT FOR UNINTENDED USE, TOSHIBA ASSUMES NO LIABILITY FOR PRODUCT. For details, please
contact your TOSHIBA sales representative.
 Do not disassemble, analyze, reverse-engineer, alter, modify, translate or copy Product, whether in whole or in part.
 Product shall not be used for or incorporated into any products or systems whose manufacture, use, or sale is prohibited under any
applicable laws or regulations.
 The information contained herein is presented only as guidance for Product use. No responsibility is assumed by TOSHIBA for any
infringement of patents or any other intellectual property rights of third parties that may result from the use of Product. No license
to any intellectual property right is granted by this document, whether express or implied, by estoppel or otherwise.
 ABSENT A WRITTEN SIGNED AGREEMENT, EXCEPT AS PROVIDED IN THE RELEVANT TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE
FOR PRODUCT, AND TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT ALLOWABLE BY LAW, TOSHIBA (1) ASSUMES NO LIABILITY
WHATSOEVER, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, INDIRECT, CONSEQUENTIAL, SPECIAL, OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES
OR LOSS, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOSS OF PROFITS, LOSS OF OPPORTUNITIES, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION
AND LOSS OF DATA, AND (2) DISCLAIMS ANY AND ALL EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES AND CONDITIONS
RELATED TO SALE, USE OF PRODUCT, OR INFORMATION, INCLUDING WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ACCURACY OF INFORMATION, OR NONINFRINGEMENT.
 Do not use or otherwise make available Product or related software or technology for any military purposes, including without
limitation, for the design, development, use, stockpiling or manufacturing of nuclear, chemical, or biological weapons or missile
technology products (mass destruction weapons). Product and related software and technology may be controlled under the
applicable export laws and regulations including, without limitation, the Japanese Foreign Exchange and Foreign Trade Law and
the U.S. Export Administration Regulations. Export and re-export of Product or related software or technology are strictly
prohibited except in compliance with all applicable export laws and regulations.
 Please contact your TOSHIBA sales representative for details as to environmental matters such as the RoHS compatibility of
Product. Please use Product in compliance with all applicable laws and regulations that regulate the inclusion or use of controlled
substances, including without limitation, the EU RoHS Directive. TOSHIBA ASSUMES NO LIABILITY FOR DAMAGES OR
LOSSES OCCURRING AS A RESULT OF NONCOMPLIANCE WITH APPLICABLE LAWS AND REGULATIONS.
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